
Portland Spencer Academy Curriculum Intent Reading

Reading is at the heart of all of our learning. The ‘Scarborough Reading Rope’ underpins our approach to reading

ensuring that word recognition and language comprehension skills are both explicitly taught to encourage strategic

and automatic readers. Reading is taught by embedding word recognition (phonics following ‘Little Wandle’) and

language comprehension together across the years. Reading opportunities are carefully planned in all across all

curriculum subjects. A variety of texts and genres are chosen to build and improve children’s knowledge and

understanding, as well as strengthening their reading skills. A wide range of strategies and resources are used to build

comprehension and a love of reading including vocabulary rich environments, engaging reading corners, reading

lessons, 1:1 and group readers and teachers modelling reading in our daily demonstration reading sessions. Each half

term, teachers identify at least two core texts which underpin the delivery of our ‘Connected Curriculum’. These texts
provide the context and cultural capital for the knowledge taught through our curriculum and enable children to build their own

mini library. In addition, toggle texts are used to enrich children’s knowledge and build their vocabulary further.

To encourage a love of reading, teachers make reading sessions interactive and engaging. Each day, teachers read to

their children to bring stories to life. As well as this, reading celebrations and events take place throughout the year,

including reading fairs, ‘World book day’, visits from authors and poets. This, alongside our strong reading strategy

enables children’s enthusiasm and passion for reading to grow during their time at Portland resulting in them leaving in

Year 6 as fluent, life long readers with a love for reading.

‘When I read great literature, great drama, speeches, or sermons, I feel that the human mind has not 

achieved anything greater than ability to share feelings and thoughts through language.’ – James 

Earl Jones


